Kill Or Be Killed Volume 1
Synopsis
The bestselling team of ED BRUBAKER and SEAN PHILLIPS (THE FADE OUT, CRIMINAL, FATALE) return with KILL OR BE KILLED, the twisted story of a young man forced to kill bad people, and how he struggles to keep his secret from destroying his life. Both a thriller and a deconstruction of vigilantism, KILL OR BE KILLED is unlike anything BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS have ever done. Collects issues 1 - 4.
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Customer Reviews
Man that caught my attention from the first page. I've never read any of the authors other works, but now I' am interested in checking some of them out. I will be highly anticipating the second issue of this comic. Dope

I saw the first few pages of this book in the back of Walking Dead and knew I wanted to check it out. But when I went to grab it along with my Wednesday pulls, my shop was already out. Dang. I never bought a digital comic before. I like holding the book. I only read novels on my Kindle. But then I saw those first few pages again in Image + while enjoying a happy Saturday with my ass planted on the couch reading comics, and decided "screw it." Picked up the Kindle, downloaded the book in 10 seconds, and enjoyed every page, every panel, every drawing, every color choice. Great book. Reading it digitally was a better experience than I thought it would be. I'm going to continue to support my awesome comic shop (Cosmic Comics in Las Vegas. Woop!) but for this book, I will be Kindlizing the he'll out of it.
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